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“We want to deal with problems at the level we are thinking about those problems. When we do that, we have no 
gap between the way we understand problems and the way we implement their solutions.”  
-- Bjarne Stroustrup 
 
Bits and transistors get a lot of press. They are the fundamental atoms in our digital world, the basic units that 
for some reason we often count in order to measure the size and power of our electronic creations. There are surely 
many professional software engineers who think in terms of bits and transistors when creating device drivers, 
operating systems or networking libraries. 
But end-user programmers have little reason to think in these terms. Ask an end-user programmer what his 
code does, and he will not say, “My application tells the transistors to do X, Y, and Z to my bits.” Instead, he might 
explain that his web application collects the names and email addresses of people into a database. Or he might say 
that his spreadsheet computes the total invoice to be billed for each project. 
In other words, an end-user programmer’s world involves not bits but rather higher-level abstractions like 
person names, email addresses, invoice amounts and project numbers. Indeed, many professional software engineers 
also focus on such abstractions rather than raw bits when designing applications. 
For the most part, instances of these abstractions are concretely represented in applications as “strings”. Even 
integers and floating point numbers appear as strings on-screen, even if they happen to be stored with numeric data 
types internally. In this sense, the most pervasive data primitive in applications is the string, not the bit. 
And yet the abstractions in the problem domain have a deeper meaning than just “string”—for example, all 
person names can be written as strings, but not all strings refer to person names. Our brains carry around an 
abstraction for recognizing person names in their many formats. When we see an application on the screen, this 
abstraction tells us that “800-555-1212” is definitely not a person name and tells us that a person name with 40 
characters is questionable—it might be valid but deserves double-checking. This abstraction also tells us that 
“Christopher Scaffidi” can be written as “Scaffidi, Christopher”. Such an abstraction is independent of the 
programming tool that was used to create the application. That is, it enables us to mentally recognize and reformat 
person names regardless of where we see them, whether in a spreadsheet or a Java application. 
The tools provided to end-user programmers offer no such level of abstraction. Dreamweaver, Microsoft Excel, 
Microsoft Access and dozens of other end-user programming tools offer no abstractions for person names, email 
addresses, invoice amounts, or project numbers. At best, these tools provide a handful of regular expressions for 
validating a few particular kinds of strings, such as email addresses. They do not provide regular expressions for 
hard-to-validate kinds of data such as person names nor for organization-specific kinds of data such as project 
numbers. Even when they are available for validating data, regular expressions contain no instructions for how to 
transform data between different formats (as in the person name example above). Moreover, most end-user 
programmers cannot read regular expressions anyway, which makes it difficult them to customize regular 
expressions if needed or to add custom organization-specific regular expressions. Another approach, modeling data 
as types, would not work well because type-checking algorithms rely on the fact that a value either is or is not a 
valid instance of a type   [4]. That is, strict type systems (even those supporting dependent types and other type 
refinements   [3]) do not allow variables to contain data with questionable validity. 
So the problem domain of end-user programmers involves abstractions that are higher-level than strings (and 
much higher than bits), yet strings are the closest available primitive provided by end-user programming tools. From 
a software engineering standpoint, this mismatch causes several problems. One problem is that programmers (both 
end-user and professional) find it difficult to write validation code for web form fields, so they often omit validation 
on many fields. As a result, application users are not prevented from making mistakes like entering a person’s age 
into a street address field   [9]. Another consequence is that end users cannot easily automate many data validation 
and reformatting tasks, such as putting a spreadsheet column of person names into a consistent format. They must 
perform these tasks manually, which is tedious and error-prone. 
Based on these considerations, this article presents a data model and development environment enabling people 
to create and use tool-independent abstractions for recognizing and reformatting string-like data. Each such 
abstraction is called a “tope”, the Greek word for “place”, because each tope is a model of one kind of data that has a 
natural place in the problem domain. For example, a user could create a tope for person names, then pass a list of 
strings into that tope implementation in order to identify invalid strings and to put the valid strings into a particular format. Unlike traditional data types, topes are language- and tool-independent: each tope implementation can be 
reused without modification through C#, Java, and (theoretically) any other programming language or tool. 
The topes data model 
“The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even try to interpret, they mainly make models.” 
 -- John von Neumann 
 
A “tope” is an abstraction that models one category of string-representable data by describing patterns for 
recognizing and reformatting strings. For example, consider a simple data category, person names. At the simplest 
level, each person name has a given name and a family name separated by a space (and perhaps one or more middle 
name), wherein each name can contain letters. 
More sophisticated topes for person names are possible. For example, a more accurate pattern attuned to the 
practices of Americans would note that the names often are title-cased or upper case, though specific words in last 
names (such as “von”) may appear in all lower case. A still more precise pattern would note that the given and 
family names are each rarely longer than 40 characters. This pattern could be supplemented with additional patterns, 
such as patterns in which the family name appears before the given name (delimited with a comma and a space). 
These patterns together comprise an abstraction—a tope—describing how to recognize and reformat person names. 
Mathematically, each tope is a directed graph. Each graph node corresponds to a function that recognizes 
instances of one format. Each edge corresponds to a function that reformats strings from one format to another. 
Figure 1 depicts a tope for room numbers at Carnegie Mellon University. Each of the three formats (grey boxes) has 
two parts: a building name and a room number. The building name can be written in three ways. The four 
transformation functions (arrows) would use a look up table for the building name to convert among formats. 
 
Figure 1. Notional depiction of a tope for room numbers at Carnegie Mellon University 
 
 
For each node in a tope, there is a function called “isa” that accepts a string and returns a number between 0 
and 1 (inclusive). This function tells whether the string is an instance of that node’s format. The semantics are 
identical to that of fuzzy set theory   [10]: though this function’s return value is technically not a probability, it is 
probability-like in that it is an expression of likelihood. That is, if it returns 0, then the string is not an instance of the 
format, and if the function returns 1, then the string is definitely an instance of the format. Returning a number 
somewhere in between indicates a different level of confidence in the string’s membership. For example, an isa 
function for a person name format might return 0.05 for a very long name containing 1000 characters, but it might 
return a higher score like 0.9 for a name that has an unusual but still reasonable length like 40 characters. 
For each edge in a tope, there is a “transformation” function called “trf” that accepts a string in one format 
and returns a string in another format. A different function would be responsible for the inverse operation. Because 
transformations can be chained, a tope’s graph of formats does not need to be complete (where each node is directly 
joined to every other node).  
Building abbreviation 
& room number 
EDSH 225 
 
Formal building name 
& room number 
Elliot Dunlap Smith Hall 225 
Colloquial building name 
& room number 
Smith 225  
The Tope Development Environment (TDE) 
“Language design is as much the art of what to leave out as what to put in.” 
-- Guy Steele 
 
Like an abstract type, a tope is an abstraction. Therefore, like an abstract type, a tope must be implemented in 
order for it to be executable. While regular expressions would provide a basis for implementing certain extremely 
simple isa functions in single-format topes, they provide no way to express trf functions. In addition, regular 
expressions are “yes-or-no” classifiers: they either accept a string or they reject it. They cannot return a value 
between 0 and 1 like a tope’s isa function sometimes should. 
What is needed is something like a regular expression, but with more flexibility, and with the ability to 
reformat data, not just recognize it.  
To fit this need, the Tope Development Environment (TDE) is attuned to the particular problem of creating 
abstractions that validate and reformat string data. The centerpiece of the TDE is a user interface where the user can 
describe a tope by dragging and dropping icons representing the parts of strings (Figure 2). These icons are 
organized into rows called “variations” that roughly correspond to formats (as explained below). Each icon 
represents a Numeric part, a Word-like part, a Hierarchical part (that references another data description), or a 
separator between parts. The user can click on a part’s icon to edit the part’s constraints, which might be “soft” in 
the sense that they are usually satisfied but can sometimes be violated by valid strings. The TDE provides a variety 
of other features that will not be described in detail here, such as an algorithm that helps the user to get started in the 
user interface by inferring a boilerplate data description from example strings provided by the user   [9]. The user can 
save the finished data description as an XML file on the hard drive or can publish it on a repository for use by other 
people. 
From the data description, the TDE automatically generates a tope implementation. First, it maps variations to 
formats   [8]. A single variation might correspond to multiple formats because a Hierarchical part could refer to 
another data description that might have multiple formats. For example, a tope for name-email strings like “Chris 
Scaffidi <cscaffidi@cs.cmu.edu>” would include a Hierarchical part for the person name, which could have 
multiple formats. Second, for each format, the TDE generates an isa function that checks its input string against an 
augmented context-free grammar   [7]. The generated grammar is “augmented” in the sense that the TDE attaches 
constraints specified by the user in the user interface (Figure 2) to the grammar productions. Depending on whether 
an input string violates these constraints, its isa score is reduced from 1 toward 0. The amount of reduction depends 
on whether the user marked the constraints as “always”, “almost always”, “often”, “rarely”, or “never” true. These 
adverbs of frequency were selected because there is surprisingly little variance in the probabilities that people assign 
to these words, corresponding within a few percentage points to probabilities of 100%, 90%, 60%, 10%, and 0%, 
respectively    [2]. Finally, the TDE generates a fully-connected tope graph by implementing trf functions to 
transform strings from one format to another   [8]. Each function parses the input string with the source format’s 
grammar then rearranges and transforms the nodes of the parse tree in order to produce a string in the output format. 
The automatically generated isa and trf functions exist only in the memory of the computer (like binary 
executable functions produced by the just-in-time compilation process of modern virtual machines). 
To summarize, the user creates a data description using the TDE. This data description is saved as an XML 
file. From the data description, the TDE automatically generates a tope implementation, complete with executable 
isa and trf functions. Each isa function accepts a string parameter and returns a number between 0 and 1 to 
indicate how well the string matches the isa function’s format. Each trf function accepts a string parameter in one 
format and returns an equivalent string in a different format. Figure 2. Using the TDE to implement a phone number tope 
 
 
Plug-ins: liaisons between the TDE and programming tools 
“Controlling complexity is the essence of computer programming.” 
-- Brian Kernigan 
 
Topes are tool-independent abstractions. For example, a string matches our conceptual abstraction of a phone 
number regardless of whether we see that string in a Java application or a C# application. As far as the abstraction 
goes, the programming tool does not matter. 
Correspondingly, data descriptions in the TDE are tool-independent, and the automatically generated tope 
implementations exist independently of whether their isa and trf functions are used on data from spreadsheets, 
web forms, or any other source. Architecturally, this represents a separation of concerns: the tope implementation 
contains functions for validating and reformatting data, with all tool-specific concerns being totally factored out of 
the tope implementation. As far as the abstraction implementation goes, the target programming tool does not 
matter. The tope implementation is completely tool-independent. This architecture helps to increase the reusability 
of tope implementations. At some point, however, it is necessary to address tool-specific concerns. For example, when validating a 
spreadsheet, code of some sort must read strings out of the spreadsheet cells, pass them into a tope implementation’s 
isa and trf functions, and then act on the result by either showing error messages for low isa scores, or updating 
the spreadsheet’s user interface based on the output of trf functions.  
Addressing these tool-specific concerns is the role of a plug-in. Each plug-in essentially acts as a liaison 
between a programming tool and the TDE. The plug-in issues calls from the tool to the TDE via an API provided by 
the TDE. To date, plug-ins have been developed for Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET, Adobe 
Dreamweaver, a web macro tool called Robofox, and another for IBM’s web macro tool called CoScripter   [6].  
For example, the Microsoft Excel toolbar plug-in enables users find and correct typos in spreadsheet data. This 
plug-in appears as a toolbar in Microsoft Excel (Figure 3).  
 
Figure 3. Plug-in for Microsoft Excel,  a toolbar 
 
 
The user can highlight a column of spreadsheet cells, then click the “New” button of the plug-in. The plug-in 
reads the highlighted cells and passes their strings into the TDE (via the TDE API), which infers a boilerplate data 
description and presents for customization and review by the user. After the TDE generates a tope implementation 
from the data description, the plug-in can pass strings back into the TDE in order to call isa functions. The plug-in 
creates small red triangles (Excel comments) to flag cells with low isa scores. If the user clicks the “Reformat” 
button to select a format in the tope implementation, then the plug-in passes each cell’s string into the TDE to call 
the trf functions, then updates the user interface with the resulting strings. 
One benefit of wrapping tope implementations with the TDE API is that it simplifies plug-in code required to 
call isa and trf functions. For example, the TDE API provides a function that can be called to compute the 
maximal isa score when a string is tested with all of a tope implementation’s isa functions. This makes it possible 
to test, with a single line of code, whether a string matches any of the tope’s formats. In fact, the TDE API returns 
more than just an isa score: it also provides a human-readable description of any constraints violated by each 
invalid string, so that plug-ins can display targeted error messages. These messages can be displayed by the plug-in 
in a tool-appropriate way, as shown in Figure 3. 
Since they are tool-independent, tope implementations can be reused without modification in other tools. For 
example, when constructing a form for a web application, a programmer can use topes to validate inputs in text 
fields (Figure 4). Most web application design tools generate validation code automatically from a regular 
expression specified by the programmer. In Visual Studio.NET, for example, the programmer drags and drops a 
textbox widget onto the web form, then drags and drops a RegularExpressionValidator widget, and finally 
specifies a regular expression and a fixed textual error message to display at runtime for invalid inputs. 
The Microsoft Visual Studio.NET plug-in is a new kind of Validator object that checks inputs against a tope 
implementation. After dragging and dropping a textbox, the end-user programmer drags and drops the new 
TopeValidator widget alongside the textbox. Once dropped on the page, the validator gives the programmer the 
option of typing in examples of the data to be validated. The validator then passes these examples to the TDE through 
the API, which infers a data description from the examples and presents it for review and customization. After the data 
description is saved, the TDE generates a tope implementation.  
After the programmer saves the format, the plug-in generates the necessary JavaScript and C# code needed to call 
isa functions at runtime. If an application user’s input violates the format, then the code shows targeted error messages (Figure 4). The application user can override error messages for inputs that have isa scores above 0.1 (though the 
programmer who created the form could configure the strictness). 
Tope implementations are reusable because each plug-in handles all tool-specific concerns. For example, the 
Excel plug-in displays error messages as tooltips, while the Visual Studio.NET plug-in generates JavaScript to 
display span tags via DHTML. Other plug-ins could display popup windows or write errors to log files. In Excel, 
all error messages are overridable (since the programmer is also the user), but in web applications, only minor errors 
are overridable (at the programmer’s discretion). Yet in each case, the tope—the abstraction—remains the same. 
 
Figure 4. Validation of web application inputs with topes 
 
 
Implementing a plug-in 
“Talk is cheap. Show me the code.” 
-- Linus Torvalds 
 
While the preceding section has focused on how the architecture insulates the tope implementation from tool-
specific concerns, the architecture has a second advantage: it helps to insulate the programming tool (Excel or 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET) from concerns related to tope implementations. In other words, tool developers can 
integrate topes into their tools without having to worry about the gory internal details of inferring data descriptions 
from examples, presenting data descriptions for editing, generating context-free grammars, and so forth. Tool 
developers simply need to create a plug-in that calls TDE API functions and updates the application’s user interface. 
This API is available in C# or in Java and can be downloaded for free from Carnegie Mellon University 
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cscaffid/topes-home.shtml). 
To concretely illustrate what is required to create a plug-in, this section delves into the implementation of the 
Excel plug-in. For simplicity, the discussion below presents pseudo-code, rather than actual implementation code, 
but all code is available online at the URL shown above. 
The C# Topes.API class is the main façade for interacting with the TDE. Most plug-ins simply call this 
class’s static methods. For example, when the user highlights cells and clicks the Excel plug-in’s “New” button 
(Figure 3), the plug-in’s event handler for this button passes the cells’ text into Topes.API.InferEditSave(), 
which infers a data description from the examples, presents it for customization and review, saves it to the hard 
drive, and returns the tope’s globally unique identifier (guid string) back to the plug-in. The plug-in stores this guid 
in an annotation attached to each highlighted cell. This annotation does not actually validate the cells; it just records 
the appropriate guid for each cell. After recording the annotation, the plug-in passes the cells’ text and the tope guid 
to Topes.API.BulkValidate(), which validates each cell’s text and returns an isa score for each, along with an 
error message for invalid strings. The plug-in takes each error message and attaches it as a “comment” tooltip to the 
corresponding cell. 
Figure 5 shows the pseudo-code for the event handlers of the most important buttons on the plug-in user 
interface. These handlers call the Topes.API methods shown in Figure 6. Note that each handler only needs to call 
one or two Topes.API methods. This helps to keep the handlers extremely short, even after exception-handling 
code is added to the pseudo-code shown in Figure 5. 
The plug-in also has an event handler (not shown in Figure 5) that is called when the user edits any cells. This 
handler revalidates the cells if they have an annotation specifying a tope guid. In addition, the plug-in has an event 
handler for the drop-down widget shown in Figure 3, in order to hide or show tooltips based on the actual isa 
scores returned by the topes API. The plug-in has an event handler for its “Whitelist” button; this handler calls an 
API function (not shown in Figure 6) to add the highlighted strings to a list of strings that should always be accepted 
by the tope regardless of whether they match the tope’s data description (essentially a “permanent” override of the 
error message for that string on that tope). Finally, the plug-in has a context menu that allows the user to browse 
through topes and their formats; the plug-in populates this menu by calling API functions that return an enumeration 
of the topes and formats on the hard drive (not shown in Figure 6).  
Figure 5. Pseudo-code for the primary functionality of the Excel plug-in 
 
Figure 6. Some key methods from the C# class Topes.API 
 
In the "New" button's event handler… 
string topeGuid = Topes.API.InferEditSave(highlightedCells) 
validationResults = Topes.API.BulkValidate(highlightedCells, topeGuid) 
displayValidationResults(highlightedCells, validationResults, topeGuid) 
 
In the "Load" button's event handler… 
string topeGuid = Topes.API. BrowseForTope() 
validationResults = Topes.API.BulkValidate(highlightedCells, topeGuid) 
displayValidationResults(highlightedCells, validationResults, topeGuid) 
 
In the "Edit" button's event handler… 
string topeGuid = highlightedCells[0].annotation 
topeGuid = Topes.API. EditSave(topeGuid) 
validationResults = Topes.API.BulkValidate(highlightedCells, topeGuid) 
displayValidationResults(highlightedCells, validationResults, topeGuid) 
 
In the "Reformat" button's event handler… 
string topeGuid = highlightedCells[0].annotation 
string formatGuid = Topes.API.BrowseForFormat(topeGuid) 
validationResults = Topes.API.BulkTransformAndValidate ( 
highlightedCells, topeGuid, formatGuid) 
displayValidationResults(highlightedCells, validationResults, topeGuid) 
 
A helper function used by the event handlers above… 
displayValidationResults(List<string> cells, List<string> isaResults, topeGuid) 
for (int i = 0; i < cells.Count; i++)  
cells[i].annotation = topeGuid 
cells[i].tooltip = isaResults[i].Message 
cells[i].text = isaResults[i].Text 
// Shows a dialog window where the user can choose a data description, then returns a tope guid to the caller 
public static string BrowseForTope() 
 
// Presents a dialog so the user can choose one of the tope's formats, then returns a format guid to the caller 
public static string BrowseForFormat(string topeGuid) 
 
// Validates the strings and returns an IsaResult for each.  
// Note that an IsaResult object (as returned by the TDE’s Topep module) provides more than just an isa score. 
// Each IsaResult contains an isa score and possibly a non-null error message. 
// Each IsaResult also repeats back the string that was used to generate the IsaResult. 
public static List<IsaResult> BulkValidate(List<string> strs, string topeGUID) 
 
// Transforms each string to the selected format, validates each string against the format's isa function, and  
// returns an array of IsaResults. Each IsaResult contains a non-null string indicating transformation output,  
// as well as an isa score for this non-null output string and possibly a non-null error message 
public static List<IsaResult> BulkTransformAndValidate( 
List<string> strs, string topeGUID, string targetFormatGUID) 
 
// Presents the tope for editing and returns a tope guid (which may differ from the original topeGuid,  
// if the user chooses to replace the tope with another tope) 
public static string EditSave(string topeGuid) 
 
// Infers a data description from the examples, presents it for review and customization, saves it to hard drive,  
// and returns a tope guid to the caller; pass null if no examples are available  
public static string InferEditSave(IEnumerable<string> examples)  
 
Fundamentally, other plug-ins have the same overall structure as this Excel plug-in. The essential requirements 
for a plug-in are the following: 
 
A.  Provide some sort of “Browse topes” button whose event handler calls API.BrowseTopes(), so that 
the programmer can choose an existing tope; in the programmer’s program, record the association 
between this tope and the field that the programmer wants to validate 
B.  Provide some sort of “Create tope” button whose event handler calls API.InferEditSave(), so that 
the programmer can create a new tope; record the association between this tope and a field in the 
programmer’s program 
C.  Provide some sort of “Edit tope” button whose event handler calls API.EditSave(), so that the 
programmer can modify an existing tope 
D.  To validate strings at runtime, call API.BulkValidate() to validate multiple strings with a tope, or  
call  API.Validate() to validate a single string; update the user interface to display any error 
included in return value from the API. 
E.  Optionally, provide some sort of button whose event handler calls API.BrowseForFormat(), so 
that the programmer can choose a format in a tope; record the association between this format and a 
field in the program 
F.  Optionally, to reformat strings at runtime, call API.BulkTransformAndValidate() to reformat 
multiple strings, or call API.TransformAndValidate() to reformat a single string; update the user 
interface to display the resulting string and any error included in the return value from the API. 
 
While the Excel plug-in performs these steps as shown in Figure 5, other plug-ins perform the steps slightly 
differently. For example, the Robofox web macro plug-in calls the Java implementation of the API   [1]. A web 
macro is essentially a “screen scraper” that copies text off of web pages; Robofox is a programming tool for creating 
screen scrapers. The plug-in for Robofox lets the programmer specify that a snippet of text should match a particular 
tope, effectively creating an assertion. When the web macro runs, each snippet is passed along with its respective 
tope guid to the TDE API, which returns an isa score and perhaps an error message that the plug-in displays in a 
pop-up window. 
Conclusion: why settle for strings when you can also have topes? 
"The string is a stark data structure and everywhere it is passed there is much duplication of process.” 
-- Alan Perlis 
 
End-user programmers live in a world of project numbers, company names, email addresses, and other 
domain-specific kinds of data. But today’s programming tools store this data with more primitive data types, such as 
integers and strings.  
Topes and the TDE offer a way to bridge this gap. The Microsoft Excel plug-in enables users to validate and 
reformat data in spreadsheets, while the Robofox and CoScripter plug-ins enable users to validate and reformat data 
in web macros. Two other plug-ins for Adobe Dreamweaver and Microsoft Visual Studio.NET support validation 
and reformatting of data in web forms. 
Yet these plug-ins only scratch the surface of what tool developers could accomplish with topes. For example, 
tool developers could integrate topes into tools for designing web services so that a web service can accept strings in 
any format provided by clients, then automatically validate and reformat the strings into whatever format is most 
convenient inside of the web service’s implementation. Why should a web service require dates formatted like 
“2009-08-15” when a tope is available to reformat “Aug 15, 2009” and “8-15-2009” on demand? As another 
example, consider Crystal Reports and similar tools for creating reporting programs. These tools enable people to 
create programs that read data from databases and print that data on the screen or on paper. But except for a few 
kinds of data (such as dates and numbers), the tools offer no simple way to reformat strings along the way. 
Therefore, strings like phone numbers, person names, and building names in the final output generally must match 
the format of the strings as they are stored in the database. Creating plug-ins for these tools would eliminate this 
limitation by enabling programs to call tope trf functions between reading the data from the database and writing it 
to the output. Integrating topes into programming tools could help those tools to be more commercially attractive, but this is 
likely to be only one approach for professional software engineers to take advantage of topes and the TDE. Another 
future opportunity will lay in providing high-quality, custom tope implementations for sale—for example, many 
companies have already developed extremely well-refined algorithms for validating and reformatting US postal 
address strings, and wrapping these algorithms with a tope-compatible interface would make it possible for any end-
user programmer to call those algorithms from a wide variety of different programs. In business strategy terms, this 
would effectively create a new distribution channel through which these companies could leverage their expertise. 
As a final opportunity, software engineers could even download and modify the TDE’s open source to extend and 
enhance the topes model. 
It is thanks to tool and language developers that most programmers no longer need to think in terms of bits and 
transistors. End-user programmers, in particular, are probably unaware of how much harder their work would be if 
their tools did not offer higher-level abstractions such as strings. Topes present a next step in this progression of 
increasing abstraction and offer an opportunity for tool developers to further simplify the work of end-user 
programmers. 
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